Script Scramble: Cookies
From A Year with Frog and Toad

Food Item ____________________
Meal ____________________
Adverb ____________________
Verb ending in –ing ____________________
Adjective ____________________
Noun ____________________
Adjective ____________________
Sound ____________________
Period of Time ____________________
Meal ____________________
Period of Time ____________________
Meal ____________________
Adjective ____________________
Adverb ____________________
Adjective ____________________
Amount ____________________
Adverb ____________________
Shape ____________________
Food Item ____________________
Adjective ____________________
Verb ____________________
Quantity ____________________
Script Scramble: Cookies
From A Year with Frog and Toad

TOAD: Try a _________________ Frog.

Food Item

FROG: But I thought these were for after _________________.

Meal

TOAD: Well, they are Frog. We are ________________ ________________ one to see how they came out.

Adverb Verb Ending in -ing

Frog tastes a cookie.

TOAD (cont’d) Well?

FROG:
THIS IS A ________________ ________________.

Adjective Noun

_______________ WITH AN EXCELLENT ________________.

Adjective Sound

PERFECT TO FOLLOW A DINNER—

TOAD:
OR JUST ________________ ________________ —

Period of Time Meal

FROG & TOAD:
AND ________________ TO ________________!

Period of Time Meal

FROG:
_______________ BUT NOT ________________ _________________.

Adjective Adverb Adjective

JUST A ________________ OF SPICE,

Amount

_______________ SOFT IN THE ________________.

Adverb Shape

TOAD:
LET’S HAVE ANOTHER!
Script Scramble: Cookies
From *A Year with Frog and Toad*

**FROG & TOAD:**

These ____________ are nice

---

Food Item

Eating ____________ eating ____________

---

Same Food Item Same Food Item

We're so happy eating ____________

---

Same Food Item

__________________________ we adore

---

Same Food Item Same Food Item Same Food Item

__________________________

---

Same Food Item Same Food Item Same Food Item Same Food Item

We go ____________ eating ____________!

---

Adjective Same Food Item

---

**FROG:**

Maybe we should ____________...

---

Verb

---

**TOAD:**

Let's have ____________!

---

Quantity
TOAD: Try a cookie Frog.
FROG: But I thought these were for after dinner.
TOAD: Well, they are Frog. We are merely tasting one to see how they came out.

Frog tastes a cookie.
TOAD (cont’d): Well?

FROG:
THIS IS A MARVELOUS COOKIE
SWEET WITH AN EXCELLENT CRUNCH
PERFECT TO FOLLOW A DINNER!

TOAD:
OR JUST AFTER BREAKFAST!

FROG & TOAD:
AND PRIOR TO LUNCH!

FROG:
CRISP BUT NOT OVERLY BRITTLE
JUST A SCINTILLA OF SPICE
CUNNINGLY SOFT IN THE MIDDLE

TOAD:
LET’S HAVE ANOTHER!

FROG & TOAD:
THese COOKIES ARE NICE
EATING COOKIES EATING COOKIES
WE’RE SO HAPPY EATING COOKIES
COOKIES COOKIES COOKIES WE ADORE
COOKIES COOKIES COOKIES COOKIES
WE GO Kooky EATING COOKIES

FROG:
MAYBE WE SHOULD STOP ...

TOAD:
LET’S HAVE MORE!